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Abstract— Various implementations of the Quantum-dot Cel-
lular Automata (QCA) device architecture may help many
performance scaling trends continue as we approach the nano-
scale. Experimental success has led to the evolution of a research
track that looks at QCA-based design. The work presented in
this paper follows that track and looks at implementation friendly,
programmable QCA circuits. Specifically, we present a novel,
QCA-based, Programmable Logic Array (PLA) structure. Our
PLA is capable of providing defect tolerance at both the device
and architectural level, and limits the amount of determinism
required in any fabrication process. The design is compact,
exploits properties unique to QCA devices in order to ease
programmability, and is relevant to all implementations of QCA.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The 2005 edition of the ITRS roadmap stresses that in
order to achieve long-term MOSFET scaling (2014-2020,
Lg=15nm), experimental advances relating to physical devices
are clearly needed [1]. For silicon-based systems, much of
this experimental work is being done with the belief that
technology requirements for which there are currently “no
known solutions” will ultimately be achieved. However, an-
other research track is currently working to address a second
possibility – one where red areas of the roadmap willnever
be achieved, and any workaround will indeed be irrelevant.
Much of this work has focused on computational models
and emerging technologies that are not based on CMOS
MOSFETS, but can still offer their own unique “wins.”

For MOSFETS, the ITRS roadmap stresses that “the choice
of optimum device structures, their physical characteristics,
and the constraints of cost-effective processing will become
very importantalong with the construction of their circuit ar-
chitectures.” We believe that the same will be true for emerging
technologies too. This paper looks at circuit constructs and
system architectures for the QCA device architecture. Various
implementations of the QCA concept will be considered (as
each implementationcan potentially offer its own unique
performance wins). All designs will be considered within the
context of what is physically realizable.

First proposed in the early 1990s [2], QCA accomplishes
logical operations and moves data via nearest-neighbor interac-
tions rather than with electric current flow. Initial (and current)
experiments have focused on ametal-dotimplementation of a
QCA device [3], [4], [5], but two other implementations are

possible as well1.
A theoretical analysis of amolecular implementation, has

shown that QCA-based circuits could be clocked at an ex-
tremely high frequency (adiabatically at 1 THz [6], [7], [8]),
potentially lead to circuits with densities that are 3-4 orders of
magnitude beyond what end-of-the-curve CMOS can provide
[9], [10], and should dissipate very little power [6].Exper-
imentshave shown that a molecule is capable of switching
between configurations that could represent binary 0 and 1
states.

In a magneticimplementation device switching times are
slower, but this implementation offers the advantages of large
energy differences between states, tolerance to the effects of
radiation, and thedemonstratedroom temperature operation
of a functionally complete logic set. A theoretical analysis
shows that the amount of power dissipated by magnetic QCA
devices should also be quite low (0.1 W if1010 devices in
1cm2 switch simultaneously) [11], [12], [13]. (Essentially,
most applications should require no power other than the
power required to switch their state [14].)

The experiments and theoretical analyses discussed above
represent important milestones on the path to a functional
and realizablesystem. The work presented here considers a
different milestone on this critical path – the “construction of
circuit architectures”.

It is well recognized that any realized circuit or architecture
at the nano-scale will have to be able to tolerate higher percent-
ages of defects than current CMOS circuits. The task of ensur-
ing that a system is still functional post-fabrication falls largely
to the circuit designer or computer architect who, in many in-
stances, have leveraged reconfigurable/reprogrammable struc-
tures. Largely for this reason, reconfigurable logic has been
studied by a number of research groups for different nanoscale
technologies. For example, DeHon and Wilson proposed a
nanowire-based sublithographic PLA design [15]. Likharev
and Strukov presented the CMOL FPGA [16]. Hogg and
Snider showed interesting algorithmic approaches to map logic
functions to PLAs with defective crossbar switches [17]. We
present a novel PLA structure based on the QCA device
architecture. It is fully re-programmable and allows defects
to be readily detected and isolated. The design is compact and

1Semiconductor-basedQCA devices have also recently been realized. We
will discuss semi-conductor QCA briefly in Sec. II.



easily extensible.
Before continuing, we note that in addition to addressing

the viability of a technology at the systems-level, there are two
additional reasons why this research is especially timely.First,
for some implementations of QCA, all of the constructs needed
for a functionally complete logic set have been experimentally
demonstrated. The next logical step is to consider architectures
that could provide system-level wins and to begin experimen-
tally verifying their core components. This work is a first step
in that direction – and should allow computer scientists to
further refine research in the physical sciences (ideally by
specifically defining what characteristics and feature sizes are
needed for wins at the systems-level).

Second, recent work with a molecular implementation of
QCA has shown that devices and substrates shouldnot be
considered independently of circuits and systems [18]. Accept-
able device, scaffolding, and substrate characteristics should
be determined at least in part by considering how all of these
components will form logic. Making and placing one device
is difficult enough. We should ensure that once fabricated, it
will facilitate logic for a variety of applications.

We will address all of these issues in this paper for an
architecture that is well-suited for nano-scale devices. We
begin in Sec. II with a discussion of the QCA concept,
implementation specific background, and a review of related
work. In Sec. III we discuss our reconfigurable PLA structure.
Sec. IV will address how we can maintain the necessary state
to ensure that our PLA will repeatedly execute the same logic
function. Work discussed in Sec. III and IV is supported by
simulation where relevant. In Sec. V we will discuss how our
PLA structure would operate. We conclude and discuss future
work in Sec. VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section we introduce the QCA device architecture,
detail the experimental state of the art for each implementation
of QCA, explain how a clock structure is used to facilitate
reliable computation, and review related work.

A. QCA Basics

1) 1’s and 0’s: QCA represents information by encoding
binary numbers into cells that have a bi-stable charge config-
uration. A QCA cell can consist of 2 or 4 “charge containers”
(i.e. quantum dots) and 1 or 2 excess charges respectively.
One configuration of charge represents a binary ’1’ and the
other a binary ’0’ (Fig. 1a) [19]. Logical operations and
data movement are accomplished via Coulomb (or nearest-
neighbor) interactions. QCA cells interact because the charge
configuration of one cell alters the charge configuration of the
next cell.

2) Circuit Constructs: Fig. 1b–Fig. 1e illustrate several
basic QCA circuit elements [2], [10]. A QCA wire (Fig. 1b)
is just a line of QCA cells. The wire is driven at the input cell
by a cell with a fixed/held polarization. The cells do not need
to be spaced exactly the same distance apart. The majority
gate (Fig. 1c) implements the logic functionAB +BC +AC.

Fig. 1. Schematics of the fundamental structures needed to build QCA
circuits and their experimental state of the art: (a) basic devices, (b) wires,
(c) logic gates, (d) inverters, and (e) crossovers. Constructs that have not yet
been experimentally demonstrated are noted.



The output cell assumes the polarization of the majority of
the 3 input cells [19]. By setting one input of a majority gate
to a logic ‘0’ or ‘1’, the gate will execute anAND or OR
function respectively. An inverter can also be easily builtwith
QCA devices (Fig. 1d). QCA wires with different orientations
(Fig. 1e) can theoretically cross in the plane without destroying
the binary value on either wire2.

B. QCA Implementations

There are at least four different material systems that can
be used to make a QCA device. Because of space limitations,
Fig. 1 illustrates the state-of-the-art of only 3 of the 4
implementations (and also because there are multiple ways
to realize a semiconductor-based QCA device).

1) Metal-dot QCA: Many metal dot QCA devices and
circuit elements have been implemented using lithography at a
fairly large scale (see Fig. 1a-d) [3], [4], [5], [20], [21].These
prototypes demonstrate that the basic QCA concept is valid
– but they only operate at temperatures of about 1K. There
are ongoing research efforts working to raise the operating
temperature of metal-dot devices.

2) Semiconductor QCA: Silicon-germanium quantum
fortresses [22], silicon p-doping [23], gallium arsenide [24],
and silicon-dot SETS [25] are all possible material systems
that could be used to make QCA devices – and could
simultaneously raise the operating temperature to about 77K.
One “killer application” for this technology might be to use
these devices to facilitate the classical part of a quantum
computation [26], [27].

A recent paper by Hollenberg et al. [27] describes a 2D im-
plementation where the qubits are integrated on a single sub-
strate with driving circuitry and other classical computational
elements. The spin-based qubits are in the central section of
a tile and are coupled through spin-to-charge transducers [28]
to the classical circuitry. Connecting these tiles on a substrate
creates a two-dimensional quantum and classical computing
array. Such a design, while optimizing the interactions of the
quantum and classical sections, places great demands on the
overall system. To maintain reasonable coherence times, the
computer must operate at cryogenic temperatures. However the
required high-speed classical logic will dissipate a significant
amount of power near the qubits, threatening to raise their
temperature. In contrast, QCA will make an excellent match
for the classical computing needs of a quantum computer.

3) Molecular QCA: A QCA device could also be made
from a single chemical molecule. Molecular QCA devices can
be made from mixed-valence compounds which contain multi-
ple redox centers in different oxidation states. Each “quantum
dot” would be a single redox center, and the redox centers
that make up a two- or four-dot QCA cell would be rigidly
held together by covalent bonds [29]. A recent experiment

2Note that while crossover functionality has not yet been experimentally
demonstrated for any implementation, signals can be crossed logically in
the plane with a combination of majority gates and only one cell type [9].
Additionally, crossings could be accomplished in a magnetic implementation
by using out-of-plane magnetization. We are working with other physical
scientists to experimentally demonstrate these structures.

demonstrates that applying reasonable electric fields can move
a charge between two redox sites of a molecule engineered to
function as a two-dot QCA cell [30]. This room temperature
experiment shows a self-assembled monolayer of molecules
switching between configurations that could be used to chem-
ically represent a binary 0 or 1. Four-dot QCA molecules
have also been made [29] (see Fig. 1a) and promising I/O
methodologies exist [26].

There are several methods that could be used to determinis-
tically place QCA devices to form circuits. One viable target
assumes DNA tiles fabricated by Seeman and Winfree [31]
as the scaffolding. QCA molecules would attach covalently
to modified DNA nucleotides (see [32] for more detail).
Assuming the tiles retain the B-DNA duplex, sites in the major
groove could serve as attachment points (with approximately
2 nm between sites in the y-dimension and 3.6 nm between
sites in the x-dimension). There are good precedents for
rigid placements of metal complexes on duplex DNA [33]
(meaning most cells should have the same orientation) and the
attachment of nanoparticles to a DNA-based scaffold has been
experimentally demonstrated [34]. Other promising mecha-
nisms for deterministically patterning molecules are detailed
in [35], [36], and [37]. Our designs should be applicable to
any of these methods.

4) Magnetic QCA: Finally, QCA devices can be con-
structed with nano-scale magnets [11], [12] – where infor-
mation is transferred via magnetic, rather than with electric
dipoles. While current implementations are larger (on the
order of 100 nm per cell), and slower (a maximum cell
switching time of about 0.1-1.0 ns is expected [13]), the
energy difference between two states is enormous (100-200
kT at room temperature), and cell sizes could be reduced to
approximately 20 nm [11]. Experiments have demonstrated
lines of 64 and 69 cells with perfect coupling (see Fig. 1b), as
well as an inverting majority gate (see Fig. 1c) [13]. Inversion
is possible by creating a line with an odd number of devices
(see Fig. 1d).

C. Clock Structure

Regardless of implementation, a circuit or system made
from QCA devices will realistically require some kind of
clock structure that directs a computation and provides gain.
Here we briefly explain how a clock structure will facilitate
computation for each implementation.

1) Charged-based QCA:For charge-based QCA, a physical
manifestation of a clock will most likely take the form of
lithographically defined, conducting, metal wires [38] (see Fig.
2a). We will discuss what such a clock might look like in the
context of a molecular implementation.

QCA devices will sit above the wires and a ground plane
would sit above the devices. The wires will produce an electric
field that will help to induce dataflow in the QCA logic and
interconnect (see [38] and [18] for more detail). When a
strong, positive electric field is applied to a device, electrons
will be drawn out of the active region of the cell as negatively
charged electrons are attracted to a region of positive charge



Fig. 2. (a) A three-dimensional view of the proposed clock structure for charge-based QCA devices, (b) how a magnetic field (or “clock”) will be used to
facilitate computation in a magnetic implementation of QCA.

(see Fig. 2a inset (1)). This puts the molecule in a NULL
state where it will not participate in a computation or hold
information. When the field becomes strongly negative, the
electrons will be forced up into alockedstate.

Which of the two upper “dots” are occupied is determined
by a driving cell that splits the degeneracy and determines
whether or not a QCA device is a 1 or 0 (see Fig. 2a inset
(2)). By applying time-varying voltages on the metal wires,we
can “clock” the cells’ activity to produce a flow of information.
The required voltages are periodic and adjacent wires have a
π/2 phase shift between them. Every fourth wire will have the
same applied signal. The four-phase signal on the buried wires
should induce sinusoidal regions of activity (i.e. computation).

2) Magnetic QCA:For the structures illustrated in Fig. 1,
the clock took the form of a periodically oscillating external
magnetic field that drove a system to an initial state, and
then controlled the relaxation of the said system to a ground
state. The role of the external clock field is to overcome the
energy barriers between metastable states and the ground state.
Clocking can be performed by applying the magnetic field
along the short axis of the dots (as illustrated in Fig. 3 and
discussed in [14]). In Fig. 3b, the external field turns the
magnetic moments of all magnets horizontally into a neutral
logic state (the equivalent “null” state) against the preferred
magnetic anisotropy. This is an unstable state of the system,
and when the field is removed, the nano-magnets relax into
the antiferromagnetically ordered ground state as illustrated in
Fig. 3d. If the first dot of the chain is influenced by an input
device during relaxation, then its induced switching sets the
state of the whole chain due to the bipolar coupling [14].

In the majority gate experiments discussed in [13], the
inputs are represented by horizontally-oriented magnets (see
Fig. 1b) – and the magnet’s input value is actually determined
by thepositionof the input magnet. Referring to Fig. 1c, notice
that each input of the majority gate sees a different value
(based on position) even though these inputs magnets have the
same polarization. To effect line switching, we would want
to have more local control. This local control to effect line
switching can be provided by an input device that produces

Fig. 3. Operating scheme of a wire: (a) initial configuration, (b) high-field
(“null”) state, (c) after the application of the input, and (d) the final ordered
state [14].

a local magnetic field, only influences the first nano-magnet
in the chain, and which is oriented parallel with the long
geometrical axes. This could also be realized by a current
carrying electrical wire (for example) as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Now, we briefly consider these methods in the context of
a larger circuit. Experimental work has shown that there is a
critical/maximum length of such a chain such that dataflow
progresses without error [14]. If the critical path in a circuit is
larger than this distance (and it most certainly will be), then
a computation will take multiple clock cycles. However, if an
external field is applied to achip, we would need to take care
that intermediate values are not erased when the next line of
magnets is relaxed. (The analog to conventional processing
is that we need a latch between pipe stages). We envision
creating more local fields by simply moving current through
wires underneath the devices as discussed above (simulation
is ongoing). Magnetic fields would no longer be global, but
rather local – and the necessary pipelatches will be inherent.

As one final note, unlike charge-based QCA, as evidenced
by the majority gate experiment, there is an “inherent ca-
pacitance” associated with magnetic QCA. A clock facilitates
computation, but it does not necessarily direct it.

D. Related Work

In the context of PLA designs for the QCA device archi-
tecture, to the best of our knowledge, related work is limited



to (a) [39] which utilizes crossbar networks to cross signals
serially in time (this will have a significant – and adverse –
effect on latency), (b) [40] which discusses the building blocks
for a self-assembled FPGA design (but would require precise
alignment of the clock structure with self-assembled QCA
circuitry), and (c) [41] in which a versatile And-Or-Inverter
gate is logically produced by precisely placing two majority
gates together (but would require precise placement of indi-
vidual QCA devices – especially difficult if QCA molecules
are assumed). Thus, all of these designs are either difficultto
implement, sacrifice performance, or do not consider realistic
implementation constraints. In contrast, the work presented
here continues in the vein of our existing work (i.e. [9])
which examines the implications of physically implementing
QCA-based circuits. It also enhances a feedback loop that
has helped to shape existing experimental work (regardless
of implementation) to best target architectures well-suited for
nano-scale devices and the QCA device architecture.

III. A PLA S TRUCTURE FORQCA

Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs) can easily implement
any logic function in a two-level sum-of-products represen-
tation – or in other words, groups ofAND terms ORed
together. PLAs could be used to implement state machines,
lookup tables in FPGAs, complex control logic, components
needed for processor datapaths, and many other computation-
ally interesting structures (see [15], [42], [43]). Unlikemask-
programmable CMOS PLAs which can be programmed once
at fabrication time (but like the NW-based PLAs described
in [15]), our QCA-based PLA could be reprogrammed re-
peatedly to target different applications [44]. The structure
allows circuit defects to be readily detected and isolated,
the design is compact and easily extensible, and could be
made almost entirely from AND gates, OR gates, and wire
segments (essentially three simple parts reducing the amount
of determinism required in any fabrication process). In this
section we discuss our design at the logic level in Sec. III-A
and discuss implementation specific experiments in Sec. III-B.

A. Reprogrammable PLA Cells and the Array Structure

In an NMOS PLA, each intersection of orthogonal wires can
function as either anAND orOR gate or as a simple wire. In our
design, bothAND andOR planes will consist of QCA devices
arranged in such a manner that they are capable of mimicking
this functionality. We have created a design where crosspoint
functionality is determined by a programmable bit. The state of
the bit will allow groups of QCA devices that act as crosspoints
to function as a gate or wire. This configuration has the added
benefit of being reprogrammable post-fabrication.

We will discuss our PLA in the context of “cells”. Here,
the term “cell” does not refer to a QCA device, but rather the
group of devices that implements a programmable crosspoint.
A schematic of one cell appears in Fig. 4a. This structure
contains the programmableselect bit(denoted by S) and two
majority gates – one configured to act as anAND gate and the

Fig. 4. (a) QCA cross point schematic, (b) CMOS equivalent, (c) a QCA
“implementation”.

other configured to function as anOR gate. A CMOS analog
appears in Fig. 4b while a QCA schematic appears in Fig. 4c.

We consider one crosspoint of anAND plane to demonstrate
how our design will function. Referring to Fig. 4c:

• if S=1, MINTERM OUT = (literal in) • (minterm in)
• if S=0, MINTERM OUT = MINTERM IN

In other words, if S=1, the PLA cell will act as anAND
gate (we refer to this aslogic mode), and if S=0, the PLA
cell will act as a wire (we refer to this aswire mode). The
ability to conditionally set each select bit makes our PLA
reprogrammable.

For sake of completeness, we briefly comment on how the
OR plane would function. For theOR plane the position of
theAND andOR gates in one “cell” would be reversed. Thus,
referring to Fig. 4c,MINTERM IN would be an input to an
OR gate andLITERAL IN would be an input to anAND gate.
Additionally, the select bit should be set to 0 forlogic mode
and 1 forwire mode. Therefore:

• if S=0, MINTERM OUT = (literal in) • (minterm in)
• if S=1, MINTERM OUT = MINTERM IN

By leveraging the structures just discussed, it is relatively
easy to construct the logic required to form a PLA of arbitrary
size. Fig. 5 illustrates how the “cell” construct in Fig. 4 can
be used to make entireAND and OR planes. TheTXY labels
represent the terminal QCA cells at the PLA boundaries.X
has a value of T (top), B (bottom), L (left), or R (right) and Y
will have a value corresponding to the row or column number.
If we wanted to configure the PLA in Fig. 5 to perform the
majority voting function, we would set our select bits as shown
by the values in the inset triangles.

B. Implementation Specific Experiments

It should be fairly obvious that this arrangement of QCA
devices will logically allow us to construct a PLA. However,
as mentioned earlier, we are also interested in the eventual
physical realizations of our designs. In this regard, we have
leveraged two different (physical-level) simulations suites to
determine how this logic might function if it were imple-
mented with molecular QCA devices. (We do not consider
metal-dot or magnetic QCA here because, as seen in Fig. 1,



Fig. 5. A PLA array that implements the majority voting function

the wires and gates needed to form the structure shown in Fig.
4c have already beenexperimentallydemonstrated for both of
these implementations.)

The two most widely used tools for studying small to
medium-sized systems of QCA devices are QCA Designer
[45] and M-AQUINAS [46]. Both are clock driven. QCA
Designer assumes a discrete, 4-phase clock (as discussed in
[46]) while M-AQUINAS assumes the wave-based clocking
scheme that is more suitable for a molecular implementation.
These simulations methods are good in that they incorporate
the physics of a clock which adds a helpful time component to
the simulation. We have used M-AQUINAS to generate some
of the results to be discussed here.

That said, M-AQUINAS and QCA Designer also only allow
a QCA device to be in one of two states (a binary 1 or 0).
With a molecular implementation, any combination of the four
redox sites may be reduced or oxidized – resulting in six
possible active states (see [9]). Because states 2-5 are higher
in energy than states 0 and 1, it is unlikely that a single,
isolated QCA cell would settle into any of the four degenerate
cases. However, when many QCA cells are placed in close
proximity to one another (i.e. to form a circuit), it is possible
that a locally higher energy state might be favored because it
reduces the energy of the entire QCA circuit – especially in
the presence of defects. If this happens in the cell that serves
as the output of the circuit, it will be impossible to tell whether
or not the output is a 1 or a 0.

1) Statistical Mechanics Simulations:To study these effects
in the context of circuits, we have extended the work of
[47] (developed by chemists working to manufacture QCA
devices and scaffolds) to consider charge-balanced, 4-dotQCA
molecules and the 6 possible active states that would be
associated with the synthesized 4-dot QCA molecule shown
in [29]. While beyond the scope of this paper, a more detailed
discussion of our simulation methodology can be found in [18]
and [47]. We know of no other work that leverages a 6 state
model.

We have used both a statistical mechanical analysis (and
M-AQUINAS) to verify whether or not the core building
block of our PLA (Fig. 4c) will function as intended. For

Minterm-In Literal-In Minterm-Out Probability
0 0 0 99.90%
0 1 0 99.99%
1 0 0 98.86%
1 1 1 99.99%

(a)

Minterm-In Literal-In Minterm-Out Probability
0 0 0 99.99%
0 1 0 99.94%
1 0 1 99.99%
1 1 1 99.88%

(b)

Fig. 6. Statistical mechanics simulation results. (a)AND plane cell in Logic
Mode, (b)AND plane cell in Wire Mode.

both simulations, we assume molecular QCA devices with
1 nm between redox sites and a 2 nm center-to-center cell
spacing. The 1.0 nm distance was selected as it closely
corresponds to the distance between redox sites of the Creutz-
Taube (CT) ion (or 0.9 nm). The physically realized CT ion
has two electrochemically reversible and chemically stable
redox centers, and a strong coupling between them to allow
for tunneling of the charge that will represent a binary 1 or
0 [48]. For center-to-center spacing, we do not target any of
the specific patterning mechanisms discussed earlier. In short,
exact center-to-center spacings have not yet been established
for any potential patterning mechanism. For this reason, we
have chosen a 1 nm edge-to-edge spacing (on the order of what
we would like, but also a distance that is plausible as seen in
the discussion of potential DNA scaffolds) which leads to the
aforementioned 2.0 nm center-to-center spacing (see [18] for
more detail).

Our statistical mechanical analysis considered the PLA cell
in both ‘logic’ and ‘wire’ modes as well as all possible
input combinations forMINTERM IN andLITERAL IN. Sim-
ulation results indicate that our PLA core should function
as intended. All tests confirmed ground states matching the
desired behavior with high probability – which should only
increase in the presence of a clock (see [49])3.

2) M-AQUINAS Simulations:For charge-based, molecular
QCA devices, stray charges, cell shifts, cell rotations, and
missing cells might all cause a circuit construct to producethe
wrong result. While (experimentally) no group has attempted
to deterministically place individual QCA molecules, there is
more than ample evidence to justify these assumptions. As
one example, [34] looks at attaching gold nano particles to
a DNA scaffold. The AFM imagery in [34] illustrates that
some particles are either missing or misaligned. While these
problems could be caused by perturbation from the AFM tip,
incomplete hybridization between the nanoparticles and the
DNA scaffold is the most likely source of missing particles,

3Additionally, these results consider no device-level redundancy. As will
be seen next, “thicker” wires and gates will further increase the probability
of seeing a correct output.



Fig. 7. (a) PLA (1x), (b) Example design with 20% defects and device-level
redundancy. Simulations show that this design functions correctly.

and the relatively floppy duplex DNA used to attach the
particles to the DNA scaffold is the most likely source of
particle misalignment. Another defect of particular concern is
stray charge, which could come from a scaffolding molecule
(i.e. the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA) or from the
substrate surface (i.e. the ionizable silanol groups on silicon
native oxide).

While clearly PLAs offer defect tolerance at the
architectural-level, with QCA, redundancy at thedevice-level
can provide a measure of defect tolerance too. Device-level
redundancy in wires and gates was considered in the context
of the above defects (minus stray charge) in [50]. Simulations
show that in a wire one cell wide, if one cell flips to the wrong
state, the remaining cells in the wire will continue to propagate
the wrong data. If there are only rotation defects, a wire once
cell wide functions properly when the rotation of one cell is
< 21o. If rotations and cell shifts are both possible, tolerance
to rotation decreases. With only cell shifts, a wire functions
correctly when the displacement factor is≤ 35.

Adding redundancy can improve defect tolerance. For ex-
ample, with a wire that is three cells wide, the tolerance to
rotational disorder improves by±5o evenwith a displacement
factor of 0.3. Additionally, if one (or even several) of the cells
in the QCA array flip to the wrong state, the rest of the cells
copy the right information to the output.

While a detailed discussion of fault models and yield
estimates for our PLA structure is beyond the scope of this
paper, we do briefly describe a set of MAQUINAS simulations
to discuss how interconnect in our design might be affected
by defects as well as device-level redundancy. Specifically
we have laid out a cell core with parts that are 2 cells
wide (reflected in Fig. 7b) instead of 1 cell wide (i.e. Fig.
7a), and randomly inserted defects into this design. We then
simulated defective designs with M-AQUINAS. Preliminary
results indicate that with overall defect rates ranging from 5-
20% (divided evenly between shifted cells, missing cells, cells
stuck in a polarization – which could be caused by a stray
charge, and rotated cells), an individual PLA cell with 2 cell
thick parts functioned correctly 34 out of 44 times.<Update
with Zack’s new numbers? + 1 cell results?>

In the remaining 10 cases, we saw behavior equivalent to
a “stuck at” fault. This could be overcome by simply not

Fig. 8. Examples of how wires with inversion faults can stillbe used in a
QCA-based PLA. (Broken down into steps (a)-(b) in Fig. 8a andsteps (a)-(c)
in Fig. 8b.

using a given row or column of a PLA. The other fault that
appeared was an inversion. It is important to note however that
when a bit was inverted, it wasconsistentlyinverted regardless
of input. This is important because if this defect is readily
detectable, we would still be able to ensure that we saw the
desired logical output of the PLA simply by changing our
logic function to account for a flip. (An example is shown in
Fig. 8.) While this is very preliminary work and needs further
study, it appears that in at least come cases, a very defective
QCA wire is not necessarily broken and is still usable. Finally,
while these simulations assumed dimensions associated with a
molecular implementation, at the logic and systems level, all
implementations of QCA could avoid this potential fault in a
similar manner.

IV. M AINTAINING SELECT BIT STATE

If we want our PLA to repeatedly perform the same logical
function, we will have to indefinitely maintain the state of a
select bit. How this might be accomplished is implementation



dependent and will be discussed for charge-based QCA in
Sec.IV-A and for magnetic QCA in Sec.IV-B.

A. Charge-based QCA

1) Clocking Requirements:As seen in Sec. II-C a QCA
device can be in at most one of three states – anull state
where the device holds no information and does not participate
in computation, anactive statewhere the device should be in
a configuration that represents a binary 1 or 0, or aswitching
state that occurs when a device is transitioning between the
null and active states. Which of these three states the device
is in is determined in part by the electric field applied to a
device at a given point and time (see Fig. 2a).

It is important to note that if a negative electric field is
continuouslyapplied to a charge-based QCA device, it should
remain in an active state4. More importantly, an active cell
should also retain itsbinarystate provided that the clock keeps
the device(s) in an active state. What this means is that we
should be able to maintain select bit state indefinitely – but
to do so we must be able to control the fields associated with
the relevant bits. In other words, we must clock select bits and
logic separately.

While we will want to independently clock select bits (or
at least groups of select bits) as it is not desirable from an
implementation standpoint to have to independently clock the
logic needed for each PLA cell (i.e. each crosspoint). Clocking
each individually would require that each PLA cell have at
least four clock wires associated with it – each with a different
signal with aπ/2 phase shift applied to it. In short, signal
routing for the underlying clock structure would become quite
complex. Additionally, the QCA logic associated with each
cell should have much smaller feature sizes than the smallest
metal wire – even with end-of-the-roadmap CMOS pitches.
The area requirements for QCA logic would have to be scaled
up significantly in order to match the pitch/size of the clock
wires. This would only increase latency and adversely affect
potential density gains.

Fortunately, PLA cells should not have to be clocked indi-
vidually. Furthermore, it also appears that our design facilitates
the requirements that (a) wires that keep select bits active
generate the required electric fields, and (b) these fields are
not distorted by the more global clock that moves data in the
AND andOR planes from the terminals. We will illustrate this
via experimental data next.

2) Experiments:Studies of clock structures for QCA cir-
cuits are extremely limited. Existing work consists of a study
performed by Hennessy and Lent that investigated electric
fields produced by evenly spaced point charges [38]. This work
demonstrated that electric fields with the desired magnitude
and distributions could be generated by applying the proper
charges on infinitesimally small wires with finite sizes. They
also demonstrated that these results should apply to wires with
finite sizes too. However, to the best of our knowledge, no

4The field might also be positive depending on whether or not electrons or
holes are used to represent binary state.

Fig. 9. FEMLAB experimental setup.

experimental results have been published regarding this, and
there is no experimental study on the possibility of supplying
the more complex electric field distribution for our proposed
PLA structure.

To validate whether or not our clocking requirements will
also ensure that the state of programmed select bits is kept
indefinitely – and is not reset by normal operation – we
have conducted a number of experiments to investigate how
electric fields might be distributed by lithographically defined
metal wires. Fig. 9 illustrates what the lithographically defined,
electric-field generating wires might look like. The small
square shapes (select wires) represent clock wires that keep
select bits active. The larger, rectangular shapes (logic wires)
represent clock generating circuitry that would generate the
electric fields necessary to induce dataflow in the rows and
columns of PLA logic cells.

While we have used different sizes for the wires, as well
as different separations between them, we discuss results
associated with the minimum metal pitch according to the
2004 ITRS for the 2018 technology node (40 nm) [1]. A
metal plane was added 20 nm above the logic and select
wire plane and serves as the ground plane that directs electric
fields [38]. It is envisioned that the QCA-based PLA would be
sandwiched between the two metal planes. A similar structure
has been experimentally demonstrated in the molecular switch-
ing experiments discussed in [30] (a ground plane should
not be necessary in a magnetic implementation will may not
be necessary in other charge-based implementations. We used
silicon dioxide as the dielectric with a relative permittivity of
3.9 and gold as the metal for the wires. We note that at most 2
layers of metal should be needed to build this clock structure.

To study the electric field distribution, two distinct clocking
signals were applied. The select wires were driven by a
constant, positive voltage while the logic wires were driven
by a quasi-adiabatic 4-phase clock signal [51]. This setup
emulates how the PLA would operate in logic mode. FEMLAB
software [52] was used to obtain the electric field distribution
at the plane where QCA cells reside. As only the component
of the electric field that is perpendicular to the device plane
affects the states of the QCA devices [38], we only examine
the distribution of the vertical electric field (i.e., the y-



component). We applied a 5 volt signal to the select wires, and
applied five different voltages (-5 Volts, -2.5 Volts, 0 Volt, 2.5
Volts, and 5 Volts) to the quasiadiabatic signal (logic wires).
The selection of 5 Volts as the maximum voltage is based on
the assumption that the intensity of 2 Mv/cm is sufficient to
maintain the states of QCA devices. Based on conversations
with chemists, this is a realistic assumption for molecularQCA
devices [53].

Simulation results show that the intensity of the vertical
electric field 10 nm above the logic/select wire plane is
unchanged. The field intensity above the select wires exceeds
2Mv/cm, which indicates that QCA cells on top of these
wires should stay in the active/bistable state [38]. If these
cells are not driven, they should maintain their previous logic
values. This is precisely what is required to guarantee the
correct functionality of our PLA structure for charge-based
devices. Our simulations show that the field distributions
remain essentially the same regardless of the sizes of the
wires and distances between them – implying that this clocking
scheme should scale to larger charge-based devices too.

What must still be determined is the granularity required
for the logic wires. For example, it is theoretically possible to
treat theAND plane as one large clocked region – and four
larger logic wires might be used to induce dataflow through
this group of QCA devices. Alternatively, we may want and/or
need finer-grained logic wires. Whether we take a more global
(coarse grain) or local (fine grain) approach to clocking will
ultimately be determined by a number of variables. The magni-
tude and distribution of the electric field required, the number
of devices that can be active simultaneously (if there are too
many active devices, energy from switching activity can induce
mistake states), and the technologies used to implement the
circuit will all have an effect. Ultimately, we need to be able to
move data inputs through the QCA logic – inputs enter through
the AND plane, outputs of theAND plane and external inputs
enter theOR plane, and outputs of theOR plane are either
recycled through the PLA or to other logic – that comprises our
PLA structure while maintaining the set values of the select
bits. As mentioned, our FEMLAB simulations have shown that
the latter is possible regardless of wire sizes. In future work,
we will investigate what granularity will be necessary.

B. Magnetic QCA

1) Clocking Requirements:As seen in Fig. 2, as with metal-
dot and molecular implementations, a “clock” will be used
to induce dataflow in magnetic QCA devices too. However,
ensuring that a select bit keeps its state indefinitely is (at
least conceptually) easier with a magnetic implementation. We
briefly outline one likely mechanism for accomplishing this
below.

Sec.II-C.2 reported that after a group of nano-magnets has
been relaxed (i.e. after the field in the x-direction has been
removed), they have a tendency to settle into some new state
– and must be relaxed again before they can change state
again (when a new computation occurs). In other words,
nanomagnets do not have to be active to maintain their state.

Fig. 10. Possible mechanism for programming a magnetic select bit.

2) Experiments:We intend to take advantage of this prop-
erty to indefinitely maintain the state of a given select bit
– specifically by modifying the size and/or shape of the
nanomagnet used to represent it. For example, the left side
of Fig. 10 illustrates a fabricated magnetic QCA (inverting)
majority gate (as reported in [13]) as well as an MFM
image showing the state of the device cell after one particular
input combination is applied. By varying the size of one of
the inputs, we should be able to maintain select bit state
indefinitely. A stronger magnetic field will set the bit, but
the bit will not be reset by a weaker field when used for
normal operation. We are currently conducting micromagnetic
simulations [54] to determine the ideal size and shape of
this magnet and are also working with physical scientists to
fabricate this structure upon completion (we should be able
to experimentally verify this with external magnetic fieldsin
lieu of an implemented clock). We note that this is an excellent
example of using design to define experimental milestones that
must be reached in order to achieve performance wins at the
application-level.<Mike Putney may have already shown
this. I just need to touch base with him.>

V. OPERATING A PLA

In Sec. III we showed that by deterministically setting
select bits in our PLA structure, we could generate and
evaluate arbitrary sum-of-products expressions. In Sec. IV, we
illustrated how we couldmaintainstate associated with each
select-bit. Here, we show ways to initially program select-bit
state. We also discuss how this design would function during
normal operation. As in the last two sections, we will discuss
programming in an implementation dependent fashion. The
methods discussed in this section should be viewed as possible
ways to physically accomplish programming – which method
will ultimately work will be determined by more physics-level
simulations and experimental verification. Nevertheless,we
believe that it is (a) important to show viable methodologies
that reflect implementation reality, and (b) that these methods
will again form the basis for both future simulations and
experimental prototypes.



Fig. 11. Programming a PLA made from lithographically-defined or
molecular QCA devices (first pass).

A. Programming Metal-Dot and Molecular QCA

Conceptually, setting the state of a select bit is actually quite
simple. Referring to Fig. 11, assume we wanted to program
the select bit state for rowTL1 – one row of anAND plane. If
we input a 0 atTL1, the desired select bit values atTB1-TB3,
and clock this circuit from left-to-right, data should be driven
into the select bit locations (for exampleSA). (The OR gate
in each column will have input values of a 0 and 1 with the
bit input atTBx deciding the majority vote.) As mentioned, if
the select wires remain active, the QCA devices should also
stay in an active state – and keep their binary state as well.

This programmingprocedure is directly analogous to the
dataflow requirements for operating this PLA design in logic
mode (assuming that all select bits have been previously
set).TL1 will have an initial input of 1 (this corresponds to
MINTERM IN in Fig. 4c) andTB1-TB3 would be set with
our desired data inputs (LITERAL IN in Fig. 4c). The only
difference between a programming procedure and the PLA
operating in logic mode is that during normal operation, select
bits would have already been set and would need to act as
drivers. During programming, they need to become active and
will be driven.

One potential problem with the programming procedure just
discussed is that when the PLA operates in logic mode, data is
driven from left-to-right. With the layout shown in Fig. 11,we
would also be driving data into active QCA devices that hold
select bit state. Of concern would be whether or not this select
bit state would be over-written by the new information being
driven. Work by Isaksen, et. al. [55] shows that this should
not be the case – and if new information is driven, theactive
devices should not lose their state. (If the two driven values
are different, at some middle point in the wire, a given cell
should become frustrated and/or unpolarized as illustrated in
the cartoon in Fig. 12). Thus, to program multiple rows, we
could successively apply our desired values to the columns of
the PLA (i.e.TB1-TB3 in Fig. 13, raise the select bit pads for
that row as data is driven, and repeat this process for each row
of the PLA.

Still, operating this configuration in logic mode would prove
to be problematic. If our PLA was clocked from left-to-right,
the select bit would never have a chance to participate in the
computation of theAND andOR functions associated with each
cell – as the other two input bits would be processed before
the the select bit path to the logic ever becomes active (bothof
these characteristics have been verified with the MAQUINAS

Fig. 12. Driving a value into aheld select bit (S-bit).

simulator).
An alternative would be to move the select bit below the

OR gate as shown in Fig. 13. Simulations show that if clocked
from left-to-right during programming, select bit values to be
programmed will fan out to the proper location. However,
this method could also encounter problems during logical
operation. If the select bit is placed close enough to the OR
gate, the circuit will function as intended. However, if thebit is
farther away (as it realistically will be due to the constraints
of lithography) it will again not have time to influence the
computation of the OR gate. (Again, these results have been
verified by simulation).

The above discussion might make it appear that program-
ming select bit state is tied to race conditions and/or com-
plex timing. However, we have devised a method that not
only functions logically, but also considers the constraints
of the QCA device architecture and the realistic fabrication
constructs for any necessary support circuitry – namely the
directional dataflow enforced by the clock.

Perhaps the easiest way to to ensure that select bits are
driven when programming our PLA – and drive logic when
the PLA is operating in logic mode – is to clock our PLA
diagonally (see Figs. 7 and 13). Referring to Fig. 13, if
we clock our structure from top-left to bottom-right during
programming, the output of theOR gate terminates in the
groups of QCA cells that represent select bit state. If we clock
our PLA structure from bottom-left to top-right when the PLA
is operating in logic mode, there is no driving path of QCA
devices into the select bit – and there is not chance of even the
situation depicted in Fig. 12 occurring. Another advantageis
that if our PLA cells are roughly square, simple trigonometry
tells us that both inputs toAND and OR gates will almost
assuredly arrive at the same time. (Among other things, this
should allow for faster clock rates as the critical paths within
each cell will be roughly equal).

This method has only one minor drawback: a slightly more
complex clock structure might be required. In the worst case,
another layer of clock wires would be needed so that data
could be moved in two different directions. This would require
an extra layer of metal – and one layer would be physically
farther away from the surface where QCA devices sit. We
would need to ensure that the electric field at the surface would
still be sufficiently strong.

Finally, we briefly comment on the expected area of our



Fig. 13. Clocking a PLA diagonally.

design. By now, it should be fairly obvious that area will
ultimately be determined by the granularity of the underlying
lithography. Assuming that we clock the PLA diagonally, in
the worst case we will require one 4-wire group per diagonal.
On the edge of the PLA, this would require an area of5× (wire
pitch). (The constant 5 comes from the fact that there are four
clock wires per diagonal in addition to a select bit pad.) Thus,
an upper bound for the area of anAND or OR plane would
be: (5 × pitch× rows) × (5 × pitch× cols) whererows and
cols are the number of rows and columns in the given plane.
However, as mentioned earlier, we may not need this level of
granularity. A “best case” would only have to account for the
select pads – especially if the coarser grained clock wires could
be fabricated in an additional layer of metal. With this option,
the area would simply be(pitch×rows)×(pitch×cols). For
a molecular implementation, with no consideration for yield
and assuming the wire pitches discussed in Sec. IV-A.2, a
60 × 60 AND plane would require between5.76 × 106 nm2

and144 × 106 nm2.
A much more careful analysis of field strengths required to

switch charge-based devices and field distributions produced
by lithographically defined wires is obviously required (and
beyond the scope of this paper). Nevertheless, the numbers
above do provide first-order estimates for lower and upper
bounds on area.

B. Programming Magnetic QCA

Programming the magnetic QCA device(s) that will hold
select-bit state should be much more straight forward. (We
will essentially need to set input C in Fig. 10). While we
could devise a programming sequence similar to that discussed
above, we could also leverage an electrical input structure
similar to that used to read/write a bit in MRAM, or different
shaped and/or positioned magnets as discussed in Sec. IV-
B.2. Considering these multiple options within the contextof
implementation constraints and the PLA design is the subject
of future work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In conclusion, we have presented a novel, QCA-based PLA
structure and have demonstrated how it operates as well as how
it can be reprogrammed. All of this has been done within the
context of realistic fabrication constrains (leveraging simple
QCA design constructs and regular, replicable clock structures)
for all implementations of QCA.

In any technology, a functional device or logic gate in
isolation is useless. Functional units, interconnect, andefficient
information flow within the constraints of a given device
architecture are ultimately necessary. By considering how
QCA devices must interact in order to achieve meaningful
computation, we will also help to characterize and quantify
potential performance wins. Additional insight into system-
level architecture and potential performance will ultimately
determine the viability of a new technology and how (or if)
device-level research should proceed at all.

This work will serve as a “jumping off point” for more
detailed, implementation specific studies. Work is already
ongoing for a molecular implementation – where this design
will serve as a fabrication target for physical scientists trying
to place individual components in computationally interesting
patterns. Similarly, we are actively targeting the implementa-
tion of this design with a magnetic implementation as well.
One immediate application of such a technology would be to
use the devices in spacecraft or satellites. Reprogrammable
devices on spacecraft offer the same advantages as repro-
grammable hardware on the ground (i.e. they can more easily
cope with changing interface standards and provide upgrades
during the system life-cycle). There is the added benefit that
magnetic devices are resilient to the effects of radiation.As the
proposed clock structure will most likely result in inherently
pipelined dataflow, systolic architectures [56] are also being
explored. Any application that requires low power dissipation
and non-volatility could benefit from magnetic QCA devices.

In future work, we will present implementation depen-
dent fault models currently being developed, defect detection
schemes, and yield and performance estimates for relevant
benchmarks.
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